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Summary
The Handball Scoreboard server is a device which can bring live scores of a match to a screen
for spectator viewing. The scores are updated from any handheld Wi-Fi device with the
accompanying Handball Scoreboard app which is free for both iOS and Android devices via
the Apple Store and Google Play Store. While no live game is taking place the Scoreboard
defaults to a digital signage mode which can be used to display notices or ads providing a
revenue stream through advertising. The app is designed to be used by the ref to replace
traditional paper scoring methods but may be used instead by a second match official or
designated venue scoreboard operator.

Scenarios of use
The Handball Scoreboard server on it’s own can add value to a complex by displaying live
match statistics to the supporters and players, and offers a revenue stream to the complex
itself. This usage can be expanded from a single screen use to:
• a screen for each court
• a screen in the lobby or communal area showing the stats of live matches / recent
results / upcoming fixtures
• a screen that shows just the sponsors ads
• a screen that displays matches from two courts at once
Live Match - Single Screen
This is the default mode and suitable for one court and screen in a complex. Any match data
received by an app will be displayed on the screen. The screen switches to digital signage
mode if there is no recent live data received.
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Timed Match - Single Screen
If the game being shown on screen is a timed match then the remaining time is shown as it
counts down.

Splitscreen - Two adjacent courts sharing one screen
When two matches are being tracked on adjacent courts simultaneously, the display operates
in split screen mode showing the two match stats side by side. If only one game is being
tracked the display will switch automatically back to full screen single court view.
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Results and Fixtures
For the summary of Results mode, it will loop through all the results currently available and
show them on screen.

For the Summary of Fixtures mode, all fixtures currently available will be shown in a loop. This
includes showing the results of games which have taken place and live scores for those in
play.
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